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Exhibitors’ Profiles
SHRI DAMODAR YARN MANUFACTURING PVT LTD., MUMBAI

SRI BALAVIGNA YARNS, DINDIGUL

Shri Damodar Yarn is one of India's leading
fancy yarn manufacturers. They specialize in
yarn dyeing and space dyeing of 100% cotton,
100% linen, 100% polyester & blends. They
also make mono-flament FDY yarns which fnd
application in all aspects of the textile industry.

Balavigna Group offers 100 percent cotton
yarns in 6s to 120s, open end yarns in 6s to
30s, carded yarn in 20s, 30s, 40s, carded
compact in 40s, 42s, combed yarn in 20s to
100s, combed compact in 30s to 100s,
100% PIMA, GIZA, SUPIMA and blended yarns in
polyester/cotton.

SITARAM SPINNERS PVT. LTD., SECUNDERABAD

THE LUREX COMPANY LTD. UK
For over 70 Years LUREX has been a
leading worldwide registered brand for
metallic yarns, giving a true guarantee of
quality to their customers. Lurex adds
'Brilliance to Fashion'. With their innovative
metallic yarns of more than 200 article color collections they
will do very high value addition to one's fabrics and garments.
Lurex provides dyeing and mercerisation process guarantee
on their yarns which can withstand high temperature and
pressure. Lurex is being produced at their state of the art
technology production plant situated at United Kingdom with
stringent quality supervision to meet buyer's requirement of
Oeko - Tex and other EU testing standards.

Sitaram Spinners Pvt Ltd presently
manufactures 100% cotton yarn Ne 16s to 40s
counts - combed and carded - for both weaving
and knitting. Starting with core spun spandex
yarn; they will be further adding new products
to their portfolio soon. Equipped with brand new Swiss and
Germany machinery to produce top grade uster 5% category yarns
with a total of 50,000+ spindles.

SKAAT MACHINE WORKS INDIA PVT LTD, COIMBATORE
A leading manufacturer of fancy yarn
machinery for spinning mills, Skaat offers
various mechanisms that help produce slub
effects, multi count and twist effects amongst
others. The Skaat Injection Slub allows
different material to be injected on the base
yarn at random; while the Skaat Twin safe eliminates the doubling
process in spinning mills, Skaat Tester to measure slub yarn
parameters, Skaat Eye improves production and quality of yarn at
spinning by individual spindle monitoring system.

SKY COTEX INDIA PRIVATE LTD., TIRUPUR
Sky Cotex - Spinning Division is a
manufacturer and supplier of cotton yarn. It has
an installed capacity of 27600 spindles with
production capacity of about 18,000 kg per
day. It produces 100% cotton carded and
combed hosiery yarns from Ne 20/1 to 40/1, as well as 100%
cotton combed compact yarns and Amster effect –Slub Yarns. A
state-of-the-art plant manned by a dedicated work force produces
premium quality yarns.

SOUNDARARAJA MILLS LTD., DINDIGUL
Established in 1937, Soundararaja thrives on
i t s l e g a c y i n q u a l i t y. F r o m c l a s s i c
craftsmanship to innovative technology,
Soundararaja draws on every virtue of the yarn
trade. Product range includes polyester yarn,
cotton yarn, modal yarn, green yarn, air jet yarn, bright yarn,
technical yarn. Count range 30's-120, fbre denier 0.6-1.4.
Applications include knitting, weaving, and industrial. Additionally
process-gassing, steam-setting, and doubling/TFO is also done.
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TRIDENT LTD., SANGHERA
Beginning with a modest capacity of only
17,300 spindles in Punjab, the Trident
Group presently has a capacity of 365,904
ring spindles, 28,464 melange ring
spindles, 3,584 rotors and 3,200 double
spindles. Today, the Trident Group has the largest spinning
installation at one single campus in India. Their new projected
expansion is expected to increase their yarn production
capacity to 541,968 spindles and 5,624 rotors.

VARDHMAN POLYTEX LTD., LUDHIANA
With its corporate offce at Ludhiana,
Punjab, the promoters of Oswal Group
have been into the textile business the last
50 years with core competence in spinning.
The group is mainly into spinning and
dyeing all kinds of yarn in 100 percent
cotton and cotton blends under the VPL brand and
manufacturing of woven shirting fabric & garments.

VIJAY VELAVAN SPINNING MILLS PVT. LTD., PONGALUR

Ready to cut fabric available with biowash
Lycra jersey, single jersey, pique, yarn (20's
to 40's), 100% cotton hosiery, combed yarn
(rieter), semi combed yarn, dyed yarn,
fabric single jersey, Lycra jersey, airtex,
pique, rib, interlock, fleece, quto stripe.
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